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Faculty Approves Semester 
By Jose Rodriguez 
THE FACULTY Senate 
approved a resolution 
recommending the abolition of 
the quarter system in favor of a 
modified. semester plan in 
addition to two other 
resolutions in a meeting held 
Tuesday. 
One of the reasons cited for 
the recommendation was 
Florida's Jack of a common 
academic calendar at all levels of 
education. 
cummulative enrollment of 
110,000 students. 
Dr. K. Phillip Taylor, 
chairman of the Faculty Senate, 
said, "I hope students -realize 
that they will have to go to 
school for one week less under a 
modified semester plan than 
under the quarter system." 
THE MAIN purpose for· this 
recommendation is to make 
known to a state-wide task force 
working on a uniform academic 
calendar the feelings of the FTU 
faculty. 
required yearly, saving FTU 
approximately $30,000 in 
addition to a savings on books 
for students since they would 
only have to be bought twice 
instead of three times a year. 
THE SPECIFIC Faculty 
Senate recommendation calls for 
a modified semester plan 
consisting of two 16 week 
semesters and a 12 week summer 
session divided into two six 
weeks terms. 
Last year, a majority of FTU 
students voting on a 
referrendum perferred the 
quarter system over a change to 
a mofified semester plan. 
The Faculty Senate also 
approved, on recommendation 
of the Steering Committee, a 
Majors Not- Listed On Diplomas 
Plan 
resolution to poll the faculty on 
FTU's name change. 
THE RESOLUTION called 
for polling the faculty on three 
choices for a name change in 
addition to a choice to keep the 
name an.d a fourth category for 
those wanting to specify another 
name. After discussion, the 
resolution was passed by a 
margin of one vote. 
The senate resolution states 
98,000 students are presently 
enrolled in state supported 
institutions under the quarter 
system (nine senior institutions 
and two community colleges). 
Taylor cited a survey 
conducted for the American 
Association of Collegiate 
Registrars and Admission 
Officers in which a nation-wide 
trend- was found toward the 
adoption of a modified semester 
plan. 
Degree Policy Changed 
By Steve Paulson 
AT THE same time, 26 state 
supported community and 
junior colleges, under the 
semester system, have a 
Taylor also said only two 
registration periods would be 
FTU STUDENT Tom Heckel 
has vowed to petition to restore 
the school policy of listing 
...... _ _.~•••••••1111111n 
We Live in the Present 
By the Past but 
for the . .. 
Vol. 6 No. 3 
"PORT IN ANY STORM"-The FTU Post 
Office offered more than a place to mail 
letters earlier this week. This lovely lass 
· FTU. Orfando, Florida October 12, 1973 
waited for the rain to stop, then headed for 
parts unknown. (Photo by Ed Burton) 
majors on diplomas. 
The Dean's Council recently 
voted to stop listing majors on 
diplomas on the recommenda-
tion of the registrar's office 
· because of the time it took to 
check information and the 
problems the printing office had 
fitting the information onto the 
degree. 
Heckel said he found out 
about the policy change when he 
inquired about a new degree 
being offered at FTU in the 
College of Fine Arts. 
Heckel said he talked with 40 
or 50 members of the student 
body and the faculty who 
indicated surprise ·at the new 
policy and said they knew 
nothing about it. 
DR. LELAND H. Jackson, 
assistant vice president of 
Academic Affairs, confirmed 
Tuesday the policy change and 
said the change was made 
because of the difficulty in 
listing majors on diplomas. 
"We have adopted the policy 
of most other universities in the 
U.S. in dropping the major from 
the information printed on 
degrees," said Jackson. 
"The major will be listed on 
the student's transcript. I see no 
reason to list the area of 
specialization on the degree 
itself,'' Jackson continued. 
JACKSON said difficulties 
encountered last year at the 
.printing officer were trying to fit 
the information of double and 
even triple majors in the space 
provided. For this reason the 
procedure was discontinued. 
Now multiple · degree seeking 
students will have to choose 
which college they -want printed 
on their diploma. 
Cost was not a factor in the 
change in policy, Jackson said. 
JACKSON said he would 
review Heckel's petition if it 
brought before him, although, 
he said, Ile would be willing to 
discuss any complaints without a 
petition. 
Jackson also said Heckel 
could bring the problem before 
the Faculty Senate any time he 
desires. 
In order to effect a change in 
policy, Jackson said a 
recommendation would have to 
be submitted to the Dean's 
Council, which is comprised of 
all heads of departments and the 
vice president of academic 
affairs. 
THE COUNCIL then would 
have to make a recommendation 
to President Charles N. Millican, 
the only individual on campus 
with the legal authority to effect 
such a change in the degree 
policy. 
Heckel said he would rather 
have his major listed instead of 
the college from which he 
graduates, a subsitution he said 
which would take approximately 
the same amount of time to 
print. 
Fraternities and clubs will also. 
get copies of the petition, he 
added. Heckel said he hoped to 
get an appointment with Dr. 
Jackson sometime this week to 
exp~ain his complaint. 
"It's just not fair for -a 
student to work four years in a 
difficult major or double major 
and get the same degree as a 
student in an easier major," said 
Heckel. 
"If they are going to that, 
let's just give everyone a degree 
in General Studies and be done 
with it," he added_ 
Veteran's Holiday Date Changed 
FTU students and faculty will . 
not have Veteran's Day Holiday 
on Oct. 22 as stated in the FTU 
catalog. 
correct date according to the 
Student Affairs Office and the 
Thanksgiving holiday will fall on 
Nov. 22 and 23, as orginally 
planned. 
Teacher Evaluation Committee 
Monday, Nov. 12, is the 
Activities Day Introduces 
FTU To Area Stud-ents 
By Heather Henry 
ECA day, or "Everything You 
Always Wanted to Know about 
College," starts 9 a.m. 
Wednesday on the FTU campus. 
JAMES FERRELL 
More than 30 student 
organizations will have booths to 
show what they have to offer to 
new FTU students and high 
school seniors who will also be 
visiting campus that day. 
Orange County high school 
seniors are being invited "to let 
them know there is -a full-fledged 
university in their back yard," 
said Jimmie Ferrell, director for 
student organizations, who is 
coordinating the day's activities 
with Debbie Wheatley, Village 
Center (VC) program director. 
Phi Chi Theta and Delta 
Sigma Pi, the women's and 
men's business fraternities, will 
be sponsoring an 11-booth 
carnival on the sidewalk near the 
kiosk. 
Other clubs on campus will 
man booths or have, 
demonstrations. The Outing 
Club will pitch a tent and show 
students various types of 
camping equipment. 
Pegasus Pilots, the FrU flying 
orianization, will have an 
(Continued on Page 2) 
. ' 
Revising Old Questio'nnaire 
The committee on Self-Study 
Analysis of Evaluation 
Procedures is now in the process 
of- developing a new teacher 
evaluation form. 
Students who filled out forms 
last year may recall question 31: 
"This instructor is one of the 
best at FTU." 
Many students and professors 
felt that the eval"Qation forms 
were a joke, and that they were 
only being used because the 
Board of Regents at the time 
required some form of teaching 
evaluation. 
The committee will have only 
enough time to revise the old 
evaluation forms because the 
deadline is Oct. 15, but they 
hope to either develop a new 
form or devise alternatives to the 
standardized form. 
. Student Government (SG) 
Cabinet member Rich Lucas and 
one of the four student members 
on t~e committee to change 
teacher evaluations cited seven 
reasons for changing the form: 
1. The evaluations take too' 
much time to flll out. 
2. Students do not take the 
evaluations seriously. 
· 3. There is too much delay 
from the time students mi out 
the forms until the time the 
faculty sees them. 
4. There is a high percentage 
of computer error. 
5. The instructions are vauge 
and misleading. 
6. Two thirds of the faculty 
feel the fonns are invalid and 
unreliable. 
:f-
7. Each college within the 
university has different needs 
which the present system of 
evaluation does not meet. 
"The teacher evaluation forms 
are important as an aid to 
studen~ during registration in 
answering questions such as how 
heavy is a professors work load, 
how organized are hm lectures, is_ 
(CO!ltinuN.on Page 2) 
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SG Elections Next Week 
Elections for Student 
Government (SG) offices in the . 
senate will be held Thursday and 
Friday, Oct. 18 and 19, at the 
Kiosk, Village Center and 
Library. 
Students will be able to vote 
between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. both 
days, and 5 p.m. t.o 7 p.m. on 
Thursday. 
Tabulation of the results will 
begin at 4:30 p.m. Friday and 
the results should be available by 
6 p. m., said SG Election 
Commissioner Thom Costa. 
The results will not be final, 
however, until each candidate 
turns in an expense account and 
is certified by SG President Lee 
Constantine. The final clearance 
will probably come by next 
week, said Constantine. 
"FTlI's procedure of electing 
SG senators is unique among 
state universities, as each student 
only votes for candidates in his 
own · class and college," said 
Constantine. 
Each class and college is 
alloted a specific number of 
senate seats based on its 
individual enrollment. This year 
there are between 40 and 4 7 
potential seats open. To date 
the-re are 47 tentative 
candidates, who are subject to 
review and clearance concerning 
their qualifications for 
candidacy. 
· The candidates will be holding 
a "Meet the Candidates" forum 
next week on the Village Green 
or the VC Assembly Room, in 
case of inclement weather. 
Candidates will be available for a 
question and answer session at 
that time. 
Students are reminded to 
present their student I.D. cards 
when casting their vote. 
The following is a list of the 
colleges and their candidates. 
General Studies: 
Freshman, Brian Harris, Karen 
Calowell; Sophomore, Gary John 
Boynton. 
Social Science: 
Freshman, Carol Rudy, Woody 
Wilson; Sophomore, Bill Kekalos, 
Dana M. Davis; Junior, Vickie 
Rhodes, Jim Davis, Jacqueline 
Thompson, Joseph - S. Minnigan, 
Larry Cook; Senior, George D. Flatt, 
Dawn Calborn; 'Graduate, Woody 
Storey. 
Natural Science: i · 
Freshman, Maryin Phillips, Krista 
Storey, John Kelly, Susan McSaririn ; 
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*Two Laundromats 
Start your living today by 
calling us at our two numbers 
273·5610_or 644•4464 
COLLEGE COURT 
1h mlle south of FTU on · 
Alafaya Trail 
*** HAPPINESS IS COLLEGE COURT*** 
Sophomore, Michael J. Torto~ella; 
Junior, Iva Bridwell, John F. Deibler. 
Engineering: 
Freshman, Art Mastroncola, Jim 
Rhodes John McConnell, Dean 
Brantly; Junior, Barry Lubin, David 
Farabee; Senior, Wendall (Dell) 
Luciford Jr. 
Business Administration: 
Freshman, Gene B. Eacret, Rick 
Walker; Sophomore, David Meltqer, 
Mary Ann Vickers; Junior, Tim 
Carroll; Senior, Jack Sirianni. 
Humanities and Fine Arts: 
Freshman, Christine Hufnagel; 
Senior, Allen Grower, William 
·McPherson, 
Education: 
Freshman, Pamela Woods, Barbara 
Hansen; Sophomore, T?rri Mall; 
Junior William P. Cawns, Steve 
Ware; 'senior, Pat Hightower, Kathie 
Marshall. 
. . 
Evaluation Forms 
'Co.ntinued from Page 1 
he good at motivating and 
retaining students attention and 
which courses he is best at 
teachihg," said Lee Constantine, 
SG president and member of the 
teacher evaluation committee. 
The results of last year's 
teacher evaluation are available 
in the SG office, VC 206. 
"I hope this year students will 
take the evaluations seriously, 
take time to fill them out, don't 
leave any blanks, be specific and 
critical and, most of all, explain 
why they obtained a positive or 
negative response to a certain 
professor/' said Lucas. 
EDITOR'S NOTE: 
The Florida Board of Regents 
recently announced that the 
Council of Presidents has 
approved a proposed revision of. 
procedures for the annual 
evaluation of faculty members in 
the State University System. 
The revision was prepared by 
an interinstitutional committee 
and will be considered by the 
Board of Regents at its Nov. 5 
meeting in Tallahassee. 
In addition to clarifying the 
policy adopted by the Regents 
last March, the revision 
eliminates four miscellaneous 
factors to be considered in the 
evaluation process which were 
objected to by certain faculty 
groups. 
These are: 
1. The adequacy of the 
faculty member's talents and 
resources to fit the needs and 
plans of the department, college 
and university. 
2. The inability, for any 
reason, of the faculty member to 
maintain the level of 
performance which earned him 
his present appointment. 
3. The ability of the faculty 
member to work with a 
reasonable degree of 
effectiveness with his colleagues, 
students and others in the 
university community. 
4. The manner in which the 
faculty reconciles academic 
freedom with academic 
responsibility. 
i······················· 
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Activities Day ECA 
Continued from Page 1 
airlilane display and the PE Cl~b 
w 111 g1v~ an athletic 
demonstration. . 
The Inter-Fraternity Council 
(IFC) and Panehllenic Council 
will have a mini fraternity row 
with each club having its own 
booth. . 
Pagel 
Many academic areas in the 
university will have an open 
house for senior high students. 
They may attend classes if they 
wish. · 
A concert will be performed 
by the university band in the _ 
afternoon and the VC will 
sponsor a rock concert. 
The 
United way 
The visiting seniors will 
provide their own transportation 
and will park in the west lots off 
Gemini Boulevard. 
ad~ertising contributed for the public good 
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·FTU Debate Team 
Wins Consistently 
The debate team prepa_res for 
tournaments by doing constant 
research on a topic chosen for 
the entire year. Research begins 
in the summer. The topic is 
agreed upon by a national 
committee and is used 
throughout the U.S. 
Butler said, "The greatest 
~~ handicap we have now is the 
funds allocated for the team." 
Because of the drop in 
enrollment, budget cuts have 
been extensive. The team must 
cope with traveling expenses and 
hours of riding by car before 
reaching their destination. 
Seventy-five percent of the 
tr ophies resu l ting from 
intercollegiate competition, held 
by FTU, are from the debate 
team. 
This year the team plans to 
attend a total of 16 
• tournaments. Butler said the 
increased number of students 
joining the debate team has 
increased the need to go to more 
tournaments and the need for 
more funds. 
For t~e past two years, FTU 
teams have won the Florlda 
State Debate Championship, 
defeating teams from around the 
state including the University of 
Florida and Florida State. 
Florida universities and 
colleges formed a union two 
years ago to f o ster 
intercollegiate debate within the 
state and to sponsor a state-wide 
tournament. So far FTU has 
been the only overall state 
champion. 
John F. Butler, FTU . debate 
coach, said, "There is a great 
deal of physical competition 
available at FTU. In addition, 
debate offers an opportunity to 
compete with the mind." 
Butler added, "Debate helps 
the reputation of FTU 
throughout the Southeast and 
the nation." 
The FTU squad has 
accumulated a long and 
impressive list of victories. FTU 
has topped Harvard, MIT, Notre 
Dame, Houston, Alabama, Ohio 
State, LSU, Wake Forest, Duke 
and others in intercollegiate 
competition. 
Collective Bargaining 
Imminent For Profs 
.. 
Richard Hixon, director of 
higher education for the Florida 
Education Association (FEA), 
told FTU professors that 
collective bargaining for 
university teachers is imminent. 
Hixon spoke Oct. 3 to 
members of the FTU chapter of 
the American Asso ciation 
University Professors. 
"A union without the right to 
strike is a weak union," added 
Hixon, who predicted the 
Florida Supreme Court will 
order guidelines for collective 
bargaining which will grant the 
right to strike. 
Within two years, professors 
in the State University System 
will be called upon to sign cards 
authorizing the FEA as a 
collective bargaining agent, 
claimed Hixon. 
If the FEA receives the 
approval of 30 per cent of 
Florida professors, an election 
can be held on all campuses to 
d ecide upon a system-wide 
bargaining agent, he said. The 
agent thus selected will negotiate 
with the Board of Regents on 
matters of salary, teaching 
hours, grievances procedures and 
frinJ!e benefits. 
"The professors at FTU will 
have to accept collective 
bargaining," said Hixon. "It's no 
longer a question of whether 
you want it or not." 
A recent questionna ire 
revealed 30 per cent of FTU 
professors favor collective 
bargaining, compared to 70 per 
cent nationally. 
After Hixon's talk, the group 
heard from Robert Blume, vice 
pre'sident of the University of 
Florida chapter of the Florida 
Higher Education Association; 
Amadeo Nasario of the Seminole 
County Education Association, 
and Dexter Hageman, past 
president of the FEA, who urged 
unity among all members of the 
teaching profession. 
FuTUre Page 3 
Members of the FTU Debate Team prepare for a 
tournament by practicing their techniques. 
Debaters shown are, left to right, Larry Cook, Pat 
Jerome, ,Jack Haight, Jeff Ringer, and Alan 
Rainey. (Photo by Alan Geeslin) 
I SG NEWS I 
Student Government (SG) 
re cently announced a mass 
transit referendum will appear 
on the Oct. 18-19 SG election 
ballot to measure the response 
to establishing a commuter bus 
line for students from Orlando 
to campus. 
Donal Ethridge, an Orlando 
senior, is responsible for the 
referendum because of his 
individual efforts of talking with 
FTU Vice President for Business 
Affairs, John P. Goree, and 
suggesting to SG President Lee 
Constantine a referendum be 
included on the ballots to 
measure student reactions. 
Ethridge was told by Goree 
that if a significant number of 
students had a positive response 
to the referendum, he (Goree) 
would go to the Orange County 
Commissioners and attempt to 
acquire bus service for FTU. 
-Other SG plans include 
another Sunday afternoon rock 
show at Lake Claire Oct. 28. SG 
Pr~~m - Director Steve Dean 
said either " Miami" or "Storm" 
will play. Dean said he hopes to 
have a concert at least once a 
month. In case of rain the show 
will move to the VC Assembly 
room. 
Also on the SG agenda are 
plans for a mock legislative 
session during April break in 
Tallahassee for members of the 
student government 
organizations from the state 
universities. 
Constantine said the mock 
session would meet prior to the 
regular legislative session. The 
students would deal with the 
same bills as the legislators, 
Constantine added. 
In addition to other activities 
SG is preparing a complete and 
comprehensive survey of all 
dormitory residents. The study 
is in coordination with the State 
Council of Student Body 
Presidents. The results will be 
used in a study of dorm life in 
all state universities'. Constantine 
said t he survey would be carried 
out by the end of this week. 
Another SG announcements 
states students in violation of 
university regulations will have 
better representation and 
council when the revised judicial 
system has been approved and 
been made effective. 
SG Attorney General Jim 
Van Horn said the major revision 
will allow for the presence of the 
attorney general with a student 
when the student goes before 
the dean. 
The attorney general will be 
able to explain the proceedings 
and recommend act ion for the 
student to take. Previously 
students faced the dean without 
council. 
Placement Center Offers Aids . 
Approximately 50 employers, 
both local and national, have 
scheduled on-campus interviews 
for graduating students and 
alumni for this fall quarter. 
These employers represent 
business, industry, educational 
systems and locaJ, state and 
federal government agencies. 
In addition many employers 
will write or call in job · vacancy 
requests throughout the year. 
Data sheets and resumes of 
graduating students are referred 
to them as prospective 
employees. 
In order for the Placement 
Center to provide ~he necessary 
placement credenti1lls, resumes 
and recommendations, it is 
important to register with the 
center approximately · three 
quarters prior to graduation. 
The 1974 college placement 
annuaJs are available in the 
center. Seniors who have 
completed their placement 
packets may obtain their copies 
in the Administration Building 
room 225. 
Engineering Prof Tests Fields Cops' Topics 
As Dr. John J. Brennan sits in 
his office on the fourth floor of 
the Engineering Building, he 
watches white clouds on the 
horizon swell until they black 
out the sun and send rain and 
lightning to eartq. 
For the past year Brennan has 
been trying to understand how 
charges are separated in the 
atmosphere. To date there are 
about 20 theories which attempt 
to explain charge separation and 
the reasons for Iain and thunder 
storms. 
Assisting Brennan in his work 
are two students, Jim Kaya and 
Doug Stanley, and tw..o l~b 
technicians from the physics 
department, Dick HaffanfBruce · 
Stockton. The assistants are 
concerne.d · with building 
equipment to measure the low 
level electrical fields and 
recording the _measurements. 
ElectricaJ fields play a major 
part in attracting water vap_or 
into large droplets or ram. 
Brennan believes once these 
fields are fully understood man, 
will be able to control thunder 
storms and perhaps bring rain to 
the deserts. 
DR. BRENNAN and Doug Stanley take readings 
on the amount of electricity in the atmosphere . 
from the Engineering Building roof. 
(Photo by 
Jerry Brooks) 
In an effort to relieve some of the traffic congestion and 
crowded parking in temporary lots 400 and 500, the 
Police officers sincerely request that the new PAVED 
parking ar~as (West lots 1, 2, 4 and 5) located West of 
the General Classroom Building be utilized. 
DON'TS 
. 
1. Park out of the designated boundaries of parking 
areas. 
2. Park in Handicap space. 
3. Park on the grass. 
4. Park with the rear of your car toward the closed end 
of a parking spa~. 
DO 
1. Obey all traffic signs and signals. 
2. Register your vehicle with the Police Department. 
3. Be considerate of the other person. 
4.: Mindy~~ motor.~anners. . 
i""" . ' . 
WEEKLY SUMMARY9/30-10/7/73 
Citations ls.5ued 172 
Courtesy Citations Issued 199 
Battery assists 56 
Opening Locked Vehicles 27 
(Includes motorist assists) 
Emergency Runs 4 
Traffic Accidents Investigated 4 
Items Recovered and Turned 
over to Lost and Found 1 
Incidents Reported and Under 
Investigation 3 
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Editorial 
FTU Sheepskins 
Require Revision 
IN THE PAST, it was common practice to acknowledge a 
student's major area at the completions of his studies by the 
colleges of Social Science, Education and Natural Sciences. These 
colleges comprise the majority of students graduating from FTU. 
The student's major area of study was placed on the diploma next 
to the awarded degree. 
This was a means by which students were lastingly reminded 
that the "Accent on the Individual" motto was not just words on 
paper. 
It has been brought to the attention of this newspaper that 
there is displeasure and discontent with what one student called a 
"degree in vagueness." 
THE ELIMINATION of majors being listed on diplomas was 
resowed by the Dean's Council. Whether any student imput was 
sought is unknown. The news media, at least from this campus, 
was not invited to attend the meetings or made aware of the 
outcome. 
It seems that this policy c,hange was an effort to "hurry up and 
be done" with the process of incrobing diplomas. Cost was not 
THE major factor for the policy change but rather because it 
would be easier to make the lettering on the diplomas. 
It is the hope of this news paper tt'!at students will take notice 
of th is issue and resolve to do som~J~ing about it by letting their 
feelings be known to this paper,:<·~:· ~o the president of this 
university. <:.;:>···: 
DR. LE LAND JACKSON, assi~Ht v.ice president of Academic 
Affairs, said that if petitions were signed, he would bring the 
·matter before the Council once again. . 
We appeal to President Millican to intervene in this m~tter on 
behalf of the students. 
In last week's editorial we expressed the view that recognition 
of FTU's reputation could be enhanced, perhaps not by a new 
name, but by maintaining and strengthening our "Accent on the 
Individual" and " ... on Excellence." -
A DIPLOMA is a small reflection of four years of hard work 
and expense. It should and it does reflect the university's attitude 
toward the student. 
It is our duty as students that the FTU motto "Accent on the 
Individual" is more than a Catchy phrase aimed at recruiting new 
students. 
WE WELCOME ALL COMMENTS 
Hidden Thoughts 
By William Lee Hidden 
WELL HERE I am dreaming of Fecl,llent University again. My 
gosh this is a strange campus. 
And the strange part isn't the gardners with the badges nor the 
group of reporters harassing the SG Prez out of his skull. The 
strangest part of all is the coldness of the campus, the 
unfriendliness of the students that surround you. 
Then you wake up to reality and the nightmare really hits you 
----- this is reality! The unfriendliness is right here and now. rm 
not the first to obser-Ve this catastrophe either. 
STUDENTS from the University of FLorida, Florida State 
University and the University of South Florida, as well as from 
many community colleges, have noticed that the majority of 
students at FTU are cliqueish, clannish and cold. 
The main source of the problem is obvious --- there is no 
university community at FTU. The resident population here is so 
small it only adds another clique to this overstocked fishpond. 
Because this is more a "community" college than most 
institutions labeled in this category, FTU college life (sports, 
student government, clubs, activities, etc.), according to Dr. 
Richard Tucker, a professor of psycology, "merely impinges on 
the students's own environment. The distance to the campus for 
the average commuter prevents many from participating in the 
college atmosphere." 
WHILE at most universities the fraternities and sororities tend 
to accent the college spirit, at FTU they are a top contender for a 
clique group and merely detract from the college atmosphere. 
It does not take a geniu$ to see that getting into a Greek 
organization here, where everyone knew each other in high 
school, would be far more difficult than at the University of 
Florida where students come from far reaches of the universe 
(give or take a few miles). 
Whether women are more cliqueish than men is not worth 
speculating on. However, the sororities at FTU are very, VERY 
selective and married women are highly discriminated against, 
despite the fact they make up one-third of the female population. 
At least I'll give the sororities credit for being courteous enough 
to greet their prospective members at the door during rush 
parties. 
THE FRATERNITY rush parties seem to be only for giving 
themselves a party, not for greeting others. In visiting the parties 
this year I got the fourth B (the Brushoff) at Frat A. Frat B 
seemed extra friendly until I found they were in the front of the 
building (I was with an Elk's lodge in the back). Frat C at least 
had a welcoming committee. Sure it was only a black, 
tail-wagging dog, but it was the only display of honest friendship 
all weekend. · 
(Next Week: more on the cold campus and, in particular, 
Student Government and student activities.) 
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F1.0RIDA TECHNOLOGieAL UNIVERSITY 
I 
Upon the Nomination of the Faculty 
has conferred upon 
(Fill in name) 
the Degree of 
(Check one) 
( ) Bachelor of Arts 
( ) Bachelor of Science 
in the 
(Check one) 
( ) College of Business Administration 
( · ) College of ·Education 
( ) C~llege of Engineering 
( ) College of Humanities and Fine Arts 
( ) College of Natural Sciences 
( ) College of Social Sciences 
.,) 
L OOG 50 
'4 tlLEO CHEESE 45 
BACON & CHEESE 70 
FISH SANDWICH 60 
FISH & CHIPS 85 
PEPSI 
"Accent on the Individual" 
SAU .. D 
ALAD 
ETCHUP 02 
SNACKBAR 
GCB MACHINES 
Machines Off er Lower Price 
The food machines on the 
first floor of the General 
Classroom Building (GCB) are 
offering a price advantage over 
the snackbar. 
Prices in the snackbar went up 
this summer "just enough to 
cover costs," said cafeteria 
manager Bill Boone. Boone 
added, "All we want to do is 
break even." 
Sandwiches from the 
machines in GCB 107 are 
cheaper than those in the 
snackbar by an average of five to 
ten cents. This price discrepancy 
is the result of s_everal factors. 
The machines in the GCB are 
contracted by Auxiliary Services 
to Sands Vending while the 
snackbar is managed by 
Morrison's Cafeterias. 
An example of price 
difference is the price of 
cheeseburgers. In the snackbar a 
cheeseburger will cost 60 or 70 
cents while the GCB machines 
charge 45 cents. Because the 
cheeseburgers must be stored 
cold, a microwave oven is 
supplied to heat them. 
But price differences are not 
limited to just one item . .Anyone 
buying a ham and cheese 
sandwich in the snackbar will 
have to pay 70 cents while a 
ham and .American cheese 
sandwich will cost only 55 cents 
if bought from the GCB 
machines. 
However on a few items such 
as potato chips and '", Dolly 
Madison dessertsi,._pi:iees ·are the 
same. · 
The difference in prices can 
also be attributed in a minor 
way to the state sales tax. Tax is 
charged on foodstuffs when 
purchased in "restaurants." The 
snackbar must charge the tax 
while the machines do not. 
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The world cannot continue to wage war like physical giants and to seek peace like intellectual pygmies. Basil O'Connor 
• 
.. 
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Physical Plant Helps 
Handicapped At FTU 
Plans to better accommodate 
FTU's handicapped students 
have reached the construction 
stage. 
The improvements, which 
were sparked by President 
Charles Millican's wheelchair 
tour last spring, include changes 
in sidewalk ramps, streetlights, 
restrooms, doors and parking 
_. spaces. During his wheelchair 
confinement, the president came 
into direct with daily problems 
faced by handicapped students. 
Millican's two-hour campus 
excursion last May was 
prompted by a list of priority 
items compiled by Robert Van 
Etten, a handicapped student. 
Major changes will begin with 
the reconstruction of ramps 
1 ea ding from streets to 
sidewalks·. The present ramps are 
too narrow and steep to be, 
traveled safely and "will be 
replaced as time and money 
permit," said Physical Plant 
director R. N. Peruf. Despite the 
fact that the Physical Plant is 
now functioning with only 80 
per cent of its work force, The 
ramps could be completed in "a 
week or two", according to 
Richard Neuhaus, Physical Plant 
administrative assistant. 
"The new ramps will help 
both the handicapped students 
and the Physical Plant's scooters 
and mowers," commented Peruf, 
but he stressed that the new 
ramps are not intended to be 
used by automobiles. 
Materials for streetlights near 
the art domes have also been 
ordered and the 22 parking 
spaces designated for "H'' · 
stickers have been widened, but 
as both Peruf and Neuhaus 
noted, not all of the requested 
changes can be made. ~'There are 
some things which are more or 
less impossible," said Peruf. "We 
can't rebuild buildings." 
Restrooms will be renovated, 
however, at least one restroom 
in each building will be 
overhauled so that the size of 
stalls will not be a hindrance. 
Tryouts To Be Held 
The FTU Theatre will hold 
tryouts for its second 
production of the season, R. C. 
Sherriff s "Journey's End," on 
Oct. 22 and 23 in AD 110, 
according . to director David 
Mays. Specific times for the 
auditions are 4-6 p.m. and 8-10 
p.m. on Monday, Oct. 22, and 
8-10:30 p.m. Oct. 23. 
"Everybody's welcome," 
Mays said, "whether they have 
experience or not." Eleven men 
are needed for this World War I 
melodrama. 
"Journey's End" has been a 
phenomenal success since its 
opening in 1929. Hailed as one 
' . 
of the greatest war plays ever 
written, it has been performed 
all over the world. 
Most recently revived in 
London in 1972, it was called a 
"play of alniost overwhelming 
power," and a "gripping portrait 
of brave men at war" by the 
Daily Mail. The London Times 
regarded the play as a "work of 
growing intensity and tension as 
its characters await with stolid 
courage a German attack on 
their dugout in the trenches of 
France." 
Production dates for 
"Journey's End" are Dec. 6-8 in 
the lhiversity Theatre 
\ EARN MONEY I 
ANYONE WHO'D LIKE TO 
MAKE MONEY BABYSITTING, 
COME TO STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
AND REGISTER WITH OUR 
BABYSITTING REFERAL SERVICE 
vc 216 
in VC 216 
7'o4e """p&A °' eM ~ 
~~~ 
tA# -~ • * """'" of 
,~-~~""°'"'­
~ d~~r/Ju - 11(! 216 
.. MOVIE SUBSIDY 
TICKETS 
for 
WOMETCO 
_ and 
FLA. STATE 
THEATRES 
FuTUre 
RUQOLF N. PERUF . 
Hard-to-open doors are 
another source of trouble. 
"Actually, it's a problem of air 
conditioni.ng," said Peruf, 
. explaining that doors must be 
strong enough to stay closed 
against the pressure of air 
conditioning. A solution may be 
found when locksmiths examine 
the possibility of loosening the 
tension while allowing doors to 
remain closed against the 
internal pressure. 
When asked about similar 
problems at other universities, 
Peruf replied he had never heard 
of any such complaints at the 
monthly meetings of physical 
plant directors; "but," he added, 
"I had planned to bring up the 
subject at this month's 
meeting." 
No one knows just how Jong 
it wm take to complete the 
planned improvements, but as 
Neuhaus concluded, "There are 
no overnight miracles, but we're 
chipping away at it." 
Safety belts, when 
you think about it, 
its a nice wav to say 
I love you. . 
Pages 
Veterans Certification 
Veteran's certification is now 
being handled by the Dean of 
Men's office in the Student · 
Affairs Suits. 
Certification, which was 
previously done by the 
registrar's office, is necessary for 
veterans to receive benefits. 
KEEP YOURS COOL 
Enj)y ice cold drinks and fresh foods 
in your dorm or ap.rbnent. 
Rent the new Compact Refrigerator. 
2V2 cubic foot refrigerator for 
only $16 per quarter plus $20 deposit 
GET YOURS NOW AT 
TAYLOR RENTAL 
I 
111 ROBIN RD. ALTAMONTE SPGS. 
(1St stteet west of PRARIE LAKE DRIVE~IN) PHON~ 830-7368 
t * * * * * * * * *·* * * * * * * 
* STONE ! 
! BOOGIE ! 
! PALACE ! 
* OPEN llam - 2am ·* ! Seven days a week. · * 
* GOOD MUSIC-GOOD VIBES ! 
FOOD and GAMES * 
HAPPY HOUR BEER * 
IOC * 
* *one block West of Alafaya Tr. on Hwy50 
'**************** 
* 
* 
* 
 
Spm - 6pm Daily 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
SENATE ELECTIONS 
Elect.ions will be held Oct.ober 18-19 at 
several places on campus. Each student 
will select the candidates ·from his 
college and class. BE SURE TO VOTE 
Import.ant reterrendums on FTU name change 
and mass transit ·syst.em will .be on ballot. 
~ ­
• .., 
ID · card will be needed to vote. 
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FTU ·Enrollment Figures Grow 
Final registration lists, this year. The drop was 1,427; Social Sciences, 1,336; Studies, 685 and Humanities and main campus students account 
distributed to FTU professors attributed to an increase in Natural Sciences, 1,098; Fine Arts, 542. for another 8 33 enrolled 
last Friday, indicate an increased part-time students and the Engineering, 696; General Resident Center students and students. 
enrollment' of 1,000 students elimination of the draft. r,,.,,.~ ~.At'-. ~~ ~~- ~~~--~~~~-· 
over last year. The figures were According to the figures ~ 
released by the Office of two-thirds of FTU's enrollment ~ 
Academic Affairs. is male. The enrollment figures ~ 
Headcount figures show show 4,814 · men and 2,596 I 
enrollment at 7 ,410, including women enrolled for fall quarter. 
employes and students who have The college leading in 
not paid their fees. .The enrollment- is the College of ..._. EW 
projected number of full-time Education with 1,626 students, ~ 1'1111111111 '"1 
fee-paying students is down followed closely by the College ~ 
fr.om 6,080 last year to 5,129 of Business Administration, ~ FR 0 m 
Co~1mraan~e/an~d0!!1Dn~ect~ohre!10fff Mtheer ~~!!Sw ~!. £e I l EV I'S Ii' .... students interested in · ~ 
Orange County Correctional corrections or law enforcement. ~ . 
Institution, Col. James Shoultz, Shoultz told the class his ~ 
visited Dr. Charles M. Unkovic's problem was working in a I 
criminology class last week. facility built at . a time when 
In his talk to the class, jailers thought in medieval terms ·NEW. STY LES 
Colman said his main problem and built the physical plant for . . 
was "citifying" a rural law overall maximum security. 
enforcement agency. Shoultz said the jail was never ~ 
"About 65 per cent of the designed to be a "scenario" for ~ A R R I V I N G 
population (of Orange County) corrections and the many 1~ live in unincorporated areas," programs such as high school said Colman. "If our presence is classes, library and vocational EV E RY felt we can deter crime," he rehabilitation are difficult to continued. present in such an institution. 
During a question and ~swer Shoultz said there is i a ~ Mo NJ H 
period that foil owed, Colman s e p a r at e i n t e r n s h i p · in · ~ 
. said a federally funded co-op corrections for six weeks in the ~ · 
program for part-time work was summer for 12 credit hours. I . . ·. 
, 
LATE.ST 
IN 
FASH·IO·N 
INNOVATION 
i 
BflTP 
• 
FLO~~o=~Pr: !!~RBED 1 flUJ-llf fl 
I THE ~ . SHOP ~ Complete with · -frame· and liner 
king 
QUEEN 
$ 37.95 
34.95 
DOUBLE 29.95 
SINGLE 27 .501 
7~1 N. Orange Ave. W.P. 645•4821 
CONSIDER THE ADVANTAGES OF WORKING 
PART - TIME WITH UNITED PARCEL SERVICE 
* STEADY EMPLOYMENT (YEAR ROUND) 
* 5 DAY WORK WEEK (MON.-- FRI.) 
* $3.60 PER HOUR TO START 
* $3.75 PER HOUR AFTER 30 WORK DAYS 
* $3.85 PER HOUR AFTER 60 WORK DAYS 
* PAID VACATIONS AND HOLIDAYS 
* THRIFT PLAN (PROFIT SHARING AFTER 1 YEAR) 
* CAREER OPPORTUNITIES 
As an equal opportunity employer, United Parcel Service is 
looking for ambitious workers to load, unload and sort small 
parcels. 
The hours of empJoyment are: 
FROM 4:30 AM TO 8:30 AM 
FROM 12 NOON TO 3:30 PM 
FROM i 1 PM TO 2:30 AM 
APPLY IN PERSON AT: 6127 ANNO AVE .. BETWEEN 
9AM TO 5 PM. JF VETERAN, BRING FORM DD214. 
~ 5043 Edgewater Dr. 
~ Northgate Plaza, 
~ Orlando 
.... __.............-:; ~A"'" 
FTU students are invited to 
make the BACK DOOR their 
entertainment night spot -
Monday is "Guys and Dolls 
Night", drinks for the girls 
just$ .50; Thursday, ge,t 
all the free pizza you can eat 
with a cocktail or a beer ..... 
Students aTe invited to drop 
by the BACK DOOR any 
time before 9PM for enter-
tainment and drinks for 
just$. 75. 
(Located just around the 
comer from Rollins be-
hind the Beefy King.) 
COME AS YOU ARE 
(within reason, please.) 
THE BEEFY KING 
Beer, Wine. and Sandwiches. 
(Around the comer from 
Rollins in front of The 
Back Door)' 
Phone: 293-5074 I 
Hours:. -ff>~oo ___ 9:00 
@· Mon. thru Sat. . • 
~~i.-il ..... ~~ .... -~~~ ~~~ 
CP£at ID~ic &Daneina 
'i"OiiNl- corner..-P 
next 1o reatli~­
-1ons 
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Cast Chosen 
For Classic 
Activity Calendar 
· The FTU Theatre recently 
announced the cast for its first 
production of the season. 
Appearing in William Gibson's 
modem cla~ic "The Miracle 
Worker" will be Barbarella Benn 
as Annie Sullivan, Carol Wilde as 
the Young Helen Keller, Bill 
Griffith as Captain Keller, 
Donna Perlowich as his wife and 
Denise Long as Ji.mt Ev. 
Others in the cast include 
Gracia Muller, Larry Turner and 
Donna Mealey. Director Fran 
Johnson said, "I'm pleased with 
this cast more than I can tell 
you. There was a large turnout 
for auditions, the choices were 
more difficult than ever, and I 
know we've got the best." 
Dr. David Mays, director of 
the Univers~ty Theatre, 
announced "The Miracle 
Worker" will open at the Science 
Auditorium on Nov. 1 for a 
three-night run. "It's a great 
choice for a season opener," 
Mays said. " 'The Miracle 
·Worker' has been considered a 
classic since its opening in 1959. 
It has humor, pathos, 
compassion and real dramatic 
power." 
Tickets for the performances 
will go on sale Wednesday, Oct. 
31 at the theatre department. 
Th~ play is free to all FTU 
students and tickets may be 
obtained by presentation of an 
ID card. 
Friday, October 12 
Educational Conference 
Panhellenic Council 
.All Day MPR 
10 a.m.-3 p.m. VC Patio 
VC Popular Entertainment 
Committee 
Saturday, October 13 
Educational Conference 
Sunday, October 14 
Mass 
Tyes rush party 
Zeta Tau Alpha rush party 
Tri Delta rush party 
.Alpha Chi Omega rush party 
TKE 
Kappa Sigma 
Monday, October 15 
3-4 p.m. 
All Day 
10-11 a.m. 
3-5:30 p.m. 
3-5:30 p.m. 
3-5:30 p.m. 
3-5:30 p.m. 
6-10 p.m. 
6:30-10 p.m. 
VC Interdisciplinary Committee 11-12 a.m. 
United Campus Ministry 4-5 ·p.m. 
VC Board 5-6 p.m. · 
Sorority rush, Phase II, 
Part 1 
LXA 
ATO 
Tuesday, Octo her 16 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Campus Ministry (Baptist) 
Phi Chi Theta 
Accounting Club 
Intramurals 
LAE Criminal Justice 
Fraternity · 
Clark "Civilization" 
Series 
Aikido Demonstration 
PR Club 
7-9:30 p.m. 
6:30-9 p.m. 
7-10 p.m. 
lla.m. 
11-12 a.m. 
lla.m. 
lla.m. 
11 a.m. 
lla.m. 
lla.m. 
. 11 a.m. 
lla.m. 
VC 140 or 200 
MPR 
VCTVroom 
GCB 110 
GCB 225 
GCB 103, 144 
GCB216 
EN 360 
EN 108, 109, 
110,121 
VC 140 or 200 
VC214 
VC200 
TBA 
VCAR 
VC214 
LB 233, 239 
ADlll 
GCB 110 
GCB 216 
VC200 
ENllO 
VCAR 
VC Patio 
AD123 
Campus Glances 
A new po 1 icy increases 
university control of emergency 
short-term loan recipients who 
fail to repay on time. 
Approved at the beginning of 
the quarter, the policy states 
those recipients who do not 
repay fall loans by Nov. 26 will 
not be allowed to register for 
winter quarter and will be placed 
in bad standing with the 
university. 
In addition student's records 
will be made unavailable and his 
grades will not be released until 
the loan is repaid. 
*** 
The Village Center (VC) 
talent show, orginally scheduled 
for Oct. 24, has been postponed 
until winter quarter. 
The talent show will be put 
on at that time in conjunction 
with Delta Sigma Pi and Phi Chi 
Theta, men's and womens 
business fraternities, and will 
have national talent scouts, 
prestigious judges and prizes. 
All interested persons are 
asked to contact the VC. 
*** 
FTU's swimming pool 
received gold alumnium patio 
furniture last Friday. 
Approximately $650 was 
allocated by the SG Senate last 
year for the purchase of one 
picnic table, eight lounge chairs, 
three small tables, six chairs and 
three counches. 
It came to the SG Senate's 
attention last spring that the 
pool did not have tables and 
lounge chairs and the university 
0 
~e United way 
had not allocated any money for 
their purchase, said Hunter 
Potts, vice president of Student 
Government. 
As a result, the SG Senate 
passed a bill alloting money for 
patio furniture. 
*** 
FTU's newly-formed chapter 
of Phi Chi Theta, women's 
business fraternity, will sponsor 
its first professional function of -
the year on Thursday at 11: 00 
a.m. in CB 115. 
Guest speaker for the program 
will be Carol Carpenter, Equal 
Employment Opportunity 
coordinator for Martin-Marietta. 
All students in the College of 
Business are invited. 
This program is the first in a 
series designed to bring together 
FTU students and local business 
leaders. 
.; •••••••••• ~ ~. ~ ••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• . •••••• .t!~ .·····: 
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This Quarter WFTU presents special music for you ears only! 
.. 
• 
• 
• 
• Monday 7pm -· 10pm Pat· Ryan plays old and new folk music &: 
:blues., with commentary. : 
• • 
• 
• 
· Tuesday 7pm - 10pm Claire Chapman rolls over Beethoven & 
Bach in a 3 hour classical program. 
Wednesday 7pm - 10pm Lucky K presents the best in jazz for 
an evening with a different sound 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• Thursday Jpm - 10pm Study to a mixture ol home-cooked . 
music with Buddy Pittman & Kathy 
Friday 7pm - 10pm the Greazer wecomes in_ the weekend 
with golden oldies. 
. . 
• 
• 
• .  
• 
• 
• 
• 
• . 
• 
• 
• 
WFTU 640 am 
,.
campus radio : 
• , .............•........................................• 
VC Creative Arts Committee 
VC Publicity Committee 
VC Lecture Committee 
Chess Club 
Sorority Rush, Phase II, 
Part 2 
Physics Society Skywatch 
Wednesday, October 17 
1-2 p.m. 
4-5 p.m. 
. 4-5 p.m. 
6-11 p.m. 
7-9:30 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
ECA Day All Day 
VC Performing Arts Committee 4-5 p.m. 
Thursday, October 18 
Phi Chi Theta 
VC Recreation Committee 
Clark "Civilization" Series 
Physics Society 
Panhellenic Council 
Sorority Rush, Phase ID 
Physics Society Skywatch 
11-12 a.m. 
11-12 a.m. 
11-12 a.m. 
11-12 a.m. 
6:30-9 p.m. 
7-9:30 p.m. 
Bp.m. 
VC 140 or 200 
vc 140 
VC200 
VC200 
TBA 
EN roof 
VC Green and Patio 
VC 140 or 200 
GCB 115 
VC 140 or 200 
VCAR 
Physics office 
VC200 
TBA 
EN roof 
BARNETT BANK 
FREE CHECKl.NG 
DOWNTOWN WINTER PARK EAST ORLANDO 
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS 17-92 at LEE ROAD 
FALL CLEARANCE 
5 = 650-13 
6 = 825-15 
3 = 600-13 
25 = 600-13 
. 4 = 650-15 
15 = 560-15 
28 = 560-15 
3 = 645-14 
2 = 645-14 
1 = 695-14 
7 = 695.14 
GOODYEAR 
AWIV TLNYNW 
AWIV TLNYN W 
MARATHON BLTL 
MARATHON NWTL 
MARATHON NW TL 
MARATHON BLTL 
MARATHON NWTL 
POWER CUSHION BL 
POWER CUSHION NW 
POWER CUSHION BL 
POWER CUSHION NW 
CONTINENTAL 
2=155SR13 
2 = 165 SR 13 
4 = 165 SR 14 
8=155SR15 
RADIAL 
RADIAL 
RADIAL 
RADIAL 
BLTL 
BLTL 
BLTL 
BLTL 
4 = A70-13 
4 = E70-14 
4 = F70-14 
2= G70-14 
4 = G70-15 
LEE 
GT300 SPT RWL 
GT300 SPT RWL 
GT300 SPT RWL 
GT300 SPT RWL 
GT300 SPT RWL 
ALL TIRES· PLUS F.E.T. 
FREE MOUNTING 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
$ 16.50 
21.85 
14.40 
15.50 
16.50 
17.50 
19.50 
21.95 
23.95 
Z3.95 
25.95 
23.49 
25.55 
26.33 
24.95 
22.79 
26.80 
28.47 
29.97 
30.24 
MASTER CHARGE - BANKAMERICARD - TENNECO CREDIT 
T.U.F. AUTO PARTS 
11815 E. Colonial Dr. Orlando 
Comer of Alafaya and SR50 277-74'10 
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Time Flies From Fall Registration 
involved in its theft. 
Registrar's Office is 
interested in who took 
clock, only in its return. 
The 
not 
the 
The 24-hour clock used by 
students at registration time has 
been missing since the morning 
of Sept. 20, according to the 
Registrar's Office. 
Isaac Knight, director of 
records and registration, would 
like the clock returned by Dec. 
1. 
If the clock is not returned by 
then, a new clock will be 
ordered. And that, Knight said, 
means students will not have a 
24-hour clock to conveniently 
verify their registration time 
next quarter. 
The $38 clock is 15 inches 
wide. Its face is shielded by a 
magnifying glass cover so the 
time can be read from as far 
away as 35 feet, Knight said. 
"Whoever took it, took it 
from the students," Chapman 
said. 
Both men agree the return of 
the clock will in no way affect 
the school record of those 
If you know where the clock 
is, call the FuTUre at 275-2865. 
CLASSIFIEDS PREMED? PREDENT? PREVEr? 
help-wanted 
Representative needed! Earn 
$200.00+ each semester with 
only a few hours work at the 
beginning of the semester. 
INTERNATIONAL 
MARKETING SERVICE, 519 
Glenrock Ave., Suite 203, Los 
ngeles, Calif. 90024. 
for sale 
TAPE DECK QUAD Sanyo 8 
track for auto $70 new 2 Comm. 
Big Brute speakers $25 new and 
several great rock tapes $2.50. 
Call Danny at 644-0607. 
HORSES-registered show type;, t--------------1 cart and English trained •.. one 
matched pair and others, 
includi~g one shown at 
MADISON SQUARE GARDEN. wanted t--------------+ Call Sally at 295-2604. 
Musically inclined?? Put your 
talents to good use by singing at 
olk mass, Sundays at 10 a.m. in 
the VC TV Room. We also need 
a tamborine and/or tamborine 
player. Please contact Maryanne 
Reiter at 275-4341. 
RIDGEWOOD VILLAGE--New 
2 bdrm, duplex apts. in quiet, 
wooded setting. Fully shag 
carpeted with central heat/air. 
Appliances & drapes are 
furnished. Laundry in backyard 
area. 4 mi. N. of FTU entrance 
at Mitchell Hammock Rd., in 
Oviedo. $160 per month. Tel. 
365-3721. . 
Double-wide mobile home, 3 
bedroom, 2 bath, fully shag 
carpeted, central heat/air, 
dishwasher, located at 
Ridgewood Village, 4 mi. nor.th 
FTU in Oviedo. $200 per 
month. Phone 365-3721. · 
Need a student to share home 
with two others. $50 per month. 
Call after 5:00 273-2212. 1 mile. 
from FTU. 
FURNITURE: NEW & USED 
Plastic-covered spool tables our 
specialty. Dinnettes $29.95 up, 
springs & mattresses $29.95 up, 
Armoires & door chests $89, 95 . . 
Garage sale prices are yours by 
visiting us today at: College Park 
New & Used Furniture--2804 
Edgewater Dr. 423-3556. 
Honda CL '71 Scrambler 
Good .condition. 100 cc 
Phone 894-7539 
8x40 Vagabond trailer, $1600 
air cond. furnished, outdoor 
shed, covered patio, very good 
condition. Call 568-2034 or 
write John, 1579 Genie' St., 
Orlando, Fla. 32807 
PHOTOGRAPHERS: Minolta 
SR-7,- 35mm camera 58mm fl. 4 
lens shutter 1 to I 000 plus B 
self-timer. Advertised for $150, 
yours for only $100 or best 
offer. Call 644-0222. 
Yamaha AT-3MX 125cc 1973 
Like New 
r-------------+ Must see to appreciate 
Many extras included 
other 
FREE--two beautiful cats need 
home and love. 5 months old. 
Call 671-1293 after 5:00 p.m. 
You'll 90 ape 
· over the 
Sound of Koss. 
The Sound of Koss Stereophones 
has always made music lovers go 
ape. So, " Go Ape Shirt" with 
the purchase of any Koss 
Stereophone. And for those 
who think it's possible to go 
ape without a Koss 
Stereophone, our "Go Ape 
Shirts" are available for only 
$1.95. At that price, they 
maynotblowyourmind like 
a Koss Stereophone would, 
but they won't b low your 
budget either. 
Drop around today and 
listen to the Sound of Koss. 
When you purchase d Koss 
Stereophone, we'll arrdnge 
for your free " Go Ape 
Shirt." Or if you just want 
"the shirt, we 'll show you 
how to send for one. But 
hurry, the offer expires S<?on. 
$500 Ph. 423-7806 
1971 Dolphin trailer, 12x60 2 
separate Bdroom & bath. Ideal 
location in Merritt Island. 
Asking $7,000, but must sell. p 
339 Parle Averue South 
647-4962 
Serroran Shqlping Center 
Hdlwav 436 at Aloma 
678-3400 
FREEt OOE BLANK CASSETTE 
WITH THIS AO 
(UMtT °"E PER OJSTCMER) 
for sale 
4 channel Quad receiver, 160 
watts w/matrix, discrete, 1/2 sq. 
Demo. Only one. ACTION 
MUSIC 1903 N. Orange. 
Princeton exit off 1-4, closed 
Mon. & Tues. other days 
2:00-8:00. 
SPECIAL--FM/stereo 8. track car 
tape players . w/2 speakers 
$99.50. ACTION MUSIC All 
headphones in stock 10% off. 
Fiat 128 1972 Gets 26 MPG In 
great shape, red with black 
interior, 4 speed. Take over loan 
approximately $1390. Call 
Woody at 851-4432 or 
273-5919. 
auto 
Fiat 128 1972 Gets 26 MPG In 
great shape, red with black 
interior, 4 speed. Take over loan 
approximately $1390. Call 
Woody at 851-4432 or 273-5919. 
Let\ 
help 
each 
other. 
-+~ neighbor. 
n.~anero.. ·m··"···. 
......,..........,..,. ...... .,....,.,.... . 
II' "'°""~ ... 
NOW there is an organization for lALL. preprofessionals 
in the Health- related fields. 
THE PREPROFESSIONAL MEDICAL soc1m OF FTU 
wants to join you! No pledges, no rushes and no initiations! 
*Prep for MCAT and DAT 
* Catalog Library 
* Extracurricular programs 
* Social Activities 
For further details, come to VC 208, or to the Picnic Sunday. 
Oct. 14, 12 Noon at Lake Claire. . A Student Organization 
"MR. COLO·R TV" 
•TV• STEREO• RADIOS• TAPE RECORDERS_ 
RECORDS • TAPES • SERVICE • 
* . 1033 M. MILLS *WINTER PARK MALL 
L'J .d/• 
* ••Melody Corner'1 ~.:;)et:KA 
-----11nr-a·nii-]ifcofos _____ _ 
AT DISCOUNT. PRICES· 
Central Florida~s Largest Comnact 
SELECTION · 
SONY - PANASONIC~ ELECTROPHONIC 
RCA.- SYLVANIA - SANYO 
CRAIG - MASTERWORKS 
ECA DAY 
Don't miss FTU's first ... 
Extra Curricular Activity DAY 
FTU clubs & organizations in ACTION 
see what interests YOU ! 
WEDNESDAY 
october 17 
ALLDAY 
• 
-.. 
October 12, 1973 
THE FOLLOWIMG IS A cos" 
STRIP .STAlRIMG~-tr~~ 
The re Four 
WELCOME BACK TI>,.., &.Al 
GENTLErtEN .. 
WOW, IF YOU 
WILL HAVE A 
SEAT weu. 
GET STARTED· 
Aikido Offered 
In response to student 
requests for a speaker on Aikido, 
. the Village Center will present a 
lecture-demonstration on the art 
by FTU student Jerald Brown at 
11 a.m. Tuesday, Oct. 16, on the 
VC patio. 
Brown, who will also instruct 
Aikido classes beginning Oct. 22, 
has studied this newest of the 
Japanese martial arts for five 
years. 
JERRY BROWN 
''If you're attacked," he 
continued,· "you use your own 
mental strength and the other 
man's hostility against him. 
Mental, not physical, strength is 
what counts, making Aikido 
ideal for people of any age or 
. sex." 
FuTUre 
FTU News Briefs 
CROCE SPECIAL 
A thirty minute oolor special 
entitled "A Tribute To Jim 
Croce" will be broadcast this 
Sunday at 6: 30 p.m. on Channel 
24, WMFE-TV. The program will 
be rebroadcast the following 
Monday at 10:30 p.m. 
The half-hour special, 
produced by WTI'W of Chicago, 
was filmed only about a week 
before Jim Croce's death. The 
special is a live performance by 
the rock star in an informal 
nightclub setting. Jim Croce and 
members from his back-up band, 
who are also seen in the special, 
were killed recently when their 
small airplane crashed. 
Also this Sunday at 7: 30 
p.m., Channel 24 begins the first 
of the "One of a Kind" series by 
the Public Broadcasting Service. 
CAMPUS CARNIVAL 
· A carnival will be sponsored 
by Delta Sigma Pi and Phi Chi 
Theta, two campus business 
fraternities Wednesday. The 
carnival will run from 9 a.m. to 
4 p.m. and will be located 
bet ween the Engineering 
Building and Village Center. 
COMPUTERIZATION 
OF FINANCIAL AID 
Computerization of student 
financial aid applications, 
processing and accounting will 
result in better service to the 
students by allowing instant 
evaluation of available financial 
aid funds, said Joseph Gomez, 
FTU comptroller. 
Computerization will 
probably not meet original 
deadlines because of current 
priorities, Gomez added. 
Each state university is 
developing computerization 
techniques in a given area to 
facilitate administrative and 
management functions .. 
After successful trial and 
completion, each computerized · 
technique will be modified and 
adopted by the other state 
universities. · 
FTU is assigned development 
of computerized techniques for 
handling financial aid 
applications, processing and 
accounting. 
SKYWATCH 
The Physics Society will host 
a skywatch to observe stars and 
planets Monday and Wednesday 
at 8 p.m., weather permittinJ! . 
t~~~f~, ~ .. ;t~:i::~~~~ .. ,.,·.- \ ANNOUNCING 
. ~- .. .-·.~: . ~ . .... FTU - ROLLINS SPECIALS 
Every Friday Afternoon - T.G.I.F. (Thank Goodness Its Friday) 
3:30 - 6:30 PM Drinks .50, Beer .25-
Every Tuesday Night - F.E.W.M. (Forj!et Every Wednesday 1 Morning) 
9:00 - 1:00 .50 Drinks, .25 Beer 
1/2 Price Greens Fees every day after 3:00 PM with ID card. 
549 W. Par ive~between 1 -4 and Edgewater · ·-
Page9 
CONTINUED ..• 
A-llENH! 
' ' , ' \. ~ 
. ·. ·'· ,\.;.~ .. ~~ .~/.· ... " -----fUiB 
·Just a hop, skip and_ .
jump ·from FTU! 
Phone 365-6272 °Me~ber FDIC Oviedo, · Fia: 
Casual Comfort 
with a Western Flare ... 
Dickson-Jenkins, Panhandle Slim 
and Mike Weber Originals 
· "Your LEVI'S® Headquarters" 
. .I. 
119 E. Morse .Blvd., Winter Park-Ph. 645-1199 
Open: 10-6 Mon.- Sat.; Frl. 'til 8 P.M 
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Soccer Squad Travels To South Carolina 
FTU Riddles Tampa, 6-0 
By Larry Mccorkle 
"WE'RE playing the way 
we're supposed to!" 
These were the words from 
FTU soccer coach Jim Rudy 
after his team trounced the 
University of Tampa, 6-0 , last 
Saturday for their second 
straight win. 
Excellent passing plays and 
combinations filtered FTU 
shooters through the porous 
Tampa defense resulting in an 
amazing 44 shots on goal. 
"WE PLAYED near flawless 
ball in the first half," said Rudy. 
Indeed, FTU scored four of their 
six goals and missed about four 
or five other close chances. 
"Everyone played weJI," said 
the coach who used all 27 
players. Toward the end of the 
game Rudy switched his 
offensive team to defense and 
vice versa. Still, Bill Hughes, a 
_fotUre 
SFORTs 
NEWS 
~ ·~ 
i..............."""""""',.,,..,.,,..,.,.,,..,.,,.,,..~ 
defensive fullback, managed a 
goal just before the end of the 
game. 
The first goal came on a Bob 
Steadman kick from an excellent 
push pass from Tom Barber. 
De an Andreadis scored his 
second goal of the season with 
an assist from Mark Johnston. 
THE THIRD goal came on a 
kick by Charlie (Boom-Boom) 
Campbell on a rebound from a 
Dean .Andreadis kick. 
Phil Spletter scored his first 
collegiate goal for the fourth 
score when he followed in a 
Women Take 
Rollins Match 
FTU's women's volleybail 
team did something that no 
other FTU team has ever done. 
They beat Rollins! 
Yes, they defeated Rollins as 
well as everyone else em:oute to 
the championship of the Rollins 
Invitation a I Vo 11 e y ball 
Tournament last Saturday at 
Rollins' Enyart-Alumni Field 
House. 
The team, led by setters Shala 
Khonsari and Kammy Morrisey 
and spikers June Fortney and 
Judy Hall, began the round 
robin tournament at 9 a.m. 
Saturday with a 15-11, 15-4 
match win over Stetson. 
FTU followed with a 15-9, 
15-10 match over Jacksonville, 
setting up the noon match with 
Rollins. 
FTU took the first game 
15-10, but Rollins retaliated 
with a 15-6 victory. However, 
FTU rebounded in the third 
game with a 15-7 win to take the 
match. 
After Rollins· FTU defeated 
Lake City Community College, 
the tournament nmnerup and 
St. John's River Junior College 
in the afternoon matches. 
FTU breezed through the 
evening final match against 
Florida Southern 15-5, 15-6 to 
clinch the championship. 
FTU's next match will not be 
until Oct. 20 in the Jacksonville 
Blast-Off Tournament. The top 
teams in the state have been 
invited. 
Charlie Campbell rebound 
freshman Jim Madden and 
Hughes tallied second half goals 
to wind up the scoring. 
The day before the 6-0 loss to 
FTU, Tampa was trounced by 
Rollins, 1 7 -0, causing some 
speculation that Rollins was "11 
goals better than FTU." 
MOST of the FTU players had 
seen the Rollins-Tampa game 
and disagreed with that opinion. 
"We'll never score a lot of 
goals on any team," said 
Campbell, last year's leading 
scorer. "It's just not our style of 
play." 
FTU never will get a chance 
to prove itself against Rollins 
this year, Rudy said, but we will 
probably play them next year. 
FTU takes to the road this 
weekend for the first time this 
season for matches with The 
Citadel and South Carolina. 
The Citadel is in the middle of 
their best season ever, having 
won six of eight games. Their 
only · losses have been to 
Clemson (ranked first nationally 
in University Division) and to 
Rollins (ranked sixth in College 
Division). 
''They're big, strong and 
fast,'!. said Rudy, "They also use 
the American football platoon 
system." 
ALTHOUGH South Carolina 
lost to Jacksonville and only tied 
Stetson, they appear to 
represent a hustling, scrappy 
team. In their last ·game against 
A p pal a ch i a n State,. th e 
Gamecocks were behind at 
halftime 5-1 but rallied in the 
second half to win 8-7. 
Virtually no changes .have 
been made in the FTU ·starting 
lineup except for the return of 
fullback Tony Smith back from 
an injury. 
Andreadis, Campbell and Ron 
McDuffie open on the front line 
with Tom Barber, Bob Steadman 
and Mark Johnston, a freshman 
from Naples at midfield. 
RUDY is very high on the 
scrappy Johnston. "He's helping 
us develop a style of play," said 
Rudy, "he keeps the ball 
moving." 
Hughes, Don Brown, Smith 
and Dennis Jessen will start on 
defense backed up by goalie 
Winston Dubose. 
Rudy said he is really looking 
forward to the two games this 
weekend. "If we win these two, 
we have a good chance to get 
ranked," he added. 
JOE LUCCI (LEFT) and 
Octavio Piva (right) are two of 
the three FTU netters who 
captured top honors in Ohio 
Tennis tournaments this past 
summer. Lucci won the 
Sportland Open in Youngstown 
FuTUre October 12, 1973 
'· . 
FTU'S CHARLIE "Boom Boom" Campbell 
(right), last year's leading scorer, gets set to pass to 
a teammate in a recent game. Campbell and the 
rest of the FTU soccer team travel to South 
I 
Carolina this weekend for games against The 
Citadel and South Carolina. (Photo by Mike 
Johnston) 
Netters Aim For 
By Graham Dragstedt 
"WE HA VE a chance at the 
NCAA tournament this June,'' 
said tennis coach Lex Wood. 
According to Wood, his main 
goal is to bri~g a winning tennis 
tradition to FTU. With no 
seniors on the roster, FTU has a 
DR. LEX WOOD 
strong, well balanced team. 
Wood, from South Africa, 
was the number one player on 
the Florida State team in 
1963-64. While at FSU he won 
the Florida Intercollegiate Title. 
After graduation he played the 
National circuit for a few years 
and won several titles. The most 
noted of these were the Eastern 
Intercollegiate Title, the Eastern 
Claycourt Title and the 
while Piva walked away with the 
Greater City of Cincinnati Open. 
Mike Dezeeuw (missing from 
photo) won the Ohio Hard court 
Tournament in Youngstown. 
(Photo by Alan Geeslin) 
Mid-Atlantic Title. 
DURING the summer 
individual FTU players have 
been preparing for an extremely 
competitive season by playing in 
tournaments in the eastern U.S. 
Otavio Piva, working in Ohio, 
won the Greater Cinncinati 
Invitational Tennis Tournament. 
Also in Ohio, Joe Lucci won his 
home town tournament, The 
Youngstown Invitational 
Tournament, while fellow 
teammate Mike Dezeeuw won 
the Youngstown Open 
Tournament. Each tournament 
fielded between 128-200 top 
area entries. 
FTU's team will have dual 
meets against FSU, Rollins 
Furman, national independent 
school champion Presbyterian of 
South Carolina and possibly 
Miam~ which was third ranked 
nationally last year in the 
university division. 
OTA VIO PIV A, a sophomore 
from Brazil, leads the team. He 
mostly plays defense, waiting for 
his opponent to make a mistake 
and than jumping on that 
mistake. 
Mike DeZeeuw, from South 
Africa, is back for his third year 
of competition. His style is a 
very exciting, aggressive game. 
He has the most powerful serve 
on the team and uses it as an 
approach shot coming to the net 
on almost every point. 
Joe Lucci, a junior from 
Youngstown, Ohio, has a 
THE QUICKEST player on 
the team is Nathan Smith. 
Smith, a junior from Win~er 
Park, has a great forehand game. 
powerful groundstroke as his 
greatest asset. Wood said he has 
great concentration, desire and 
dedication, all the makings of a 
great tennis player. 
· Rounding out the top six are 
TREVOR GRAHAM 
Neal Howard and Fernando 
Diaz. Howard, a junior from 
Melbourne, has ; great 
concentration. Diaz, a 
sophomore from Brazil, plays 
mostly baseline with precision 
ground strokes. 
An addition to this year's 
team is freshman Trevor Graham 
from the Bahamas. Wood has 
great expectations for Graham 
who was the Grand Bahamian 
Juniors Champion. He is quick 
and has great anticipation. 
Mike Walker, a junior from 
Orlando, has good groundstrokes 
but needs work on strategy. 
The third Brazilian on the 
team is sophomore Emilio Salim. 
FTU Joins Division II 
In New NCAA Alignment 
FTU's varsity sports compete 
in division two of the newly 
realigned National Collegiate 
Athletic Association, said Dr. 
John Powell, director of 
athletics. 
Under the new system which 
goes into effect next fall, all 
NCAA members will be divided 
lnto three divisions-. 
Schools which play major 
' college football- automatically 
play all varsity sports in division 
one. In most other cases, it is 
strictly up to the individual 
school which division it chooses. 
Competition in division one is 
toughest with division three, 
being the least competitive. The 
NCAA originally designated 
FTU for the third division but 
Powell informed the 
organization the division two 
decision just before last Friday's 
deadline. 
FTU will be in division two in 
all sports although the individual 
sports will be eligible to play 
teams outside of its division. 
Thus in wrestling, tennis or 
baseball, FTU could play nearly 
half of its games against major 
college (division one) opponents. 
The tennis and wrestling teams 
especially have shown promise 
of competing on a highe! level. · 
Although all divisions will 
conform to the basic NCAA 
constitution, each division has 
not yet set up specific by-laws to 
follow. 
For this reason Powell was 
relunctant to make a decision at 
this time. However, he pointed 
out that if a school does not like 
the finalized rules governing its 
division, that school may 
petition to change divisions. 
-
• 
• 
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Is There A Real Winner? 
By Shelby Strother 
With three-fourths of the 
major league season decided 
several weeks ago, it has been 
hard to be excited about 
baseball recently. But the race 
for the flag in the national 
league was just like a story book 
ending ... that ended wrong. 
All year long New York, 
Chicago Montreal and Pittsburgh 
fought it out to see who would 
finish second. It seemed no one 
would take top honors. 
Pittsburgh was the likely 
choice to repeat all year long. 
Last year anyway. But came 
the new year and that fateful 
flight in January. 
Roberto Clemente was killed 
in a plane crash as he rode to 
carry re lief supplies to 
earthquake-stricken Managua, 
Venezuela. 
Roberto Clemente, the Great 
One. The spark of the Pirates, 
the one who put a certain 
amount of class into anything he 
did. Roberto Clemente was 
dead. 
And so were the Pirates. 
Oh, they didn't know it. They 
approached spring training with 
the purpose of dedicating the 
season to Roberto. After all, 
they had a lineup of hitters 
remeniscent of the "27 Yankees 
Murderers Row." They had 
Steve Blass, ·a 19-game winner 
from the year before, and several 
other hard-throwing players to 
keep opposing bats silent. 
But without the familiar "21" 
patroling right field, the Bucs 
had trouble playing .500 ball all 
year. 
And the Mets won the 
pennant. 
Back in Spring training in 
April, I went to the Pirates' 
training camp, fresh out of 
college and determined to "tell 
it like it is." 
Bradenton, Florida, is a dead 
town. But the dull thud of losing 
one of baseball's all-time greats 
made the town and the Pirates' 
camp even more lifeless than 
South Florida residents have 
come to know. 
The somber atmosphere of 
the Pirates' training camp was 
.contagious. To escape the 
morseness, I went to Manny 
Sanguillen's locker for an 
interview. After alJ Manny was 
the happy-go-lucky one, the one 
who was always smiling, in love 
with life. 
He still is. But that day 
Manny was like every one else. 
Roberto Clemente, the man who 
made the difference in so many 
games, was Manqy's closest 
friend, am;l baseball became a 
secondary point of attention. 
Blass, one of Roberto's 
greatest admirers, would have 
problems getting the side out all 
year. There would be dissension 
flaring up all year long. 
And the best team in the 
league did not win the pennant. 
Somehow I find it hard to 
root for the Mets in the playoffs 
this year. 
Baseball cannot bestow 
enough honors on the memory 
of Roberto Clemente to fill the 
void that his loss created. 
It was like the· time when Roy 
Campenella was crippled ... Mau-
rice Stokes was stricken with his 
ultimate fatal illness. Babe Ruth. 
Lou1 Gehrig. All the greats who 
earned the respect, the 
sympathy, the pathos. 
So forgive me New York Mets 
and New York Mets' fans. 
And lift a glass on high to the 
baseball season that will not 
produce any real WiJ?ners. 
Requesat en Pace, Roberto 
Clemente. 
Archers Win Shootout 
FTU's archery team opened 
the 1973-74 season with two 
first places in the Metric Field 
Invitational Tournament last 
Sunday in Gainesville. 
Winning archers for _FTU 
were Sam Reyna in the men's 
division with a 4 7 6 and Tina 
Reed in the woman's division 
with a 347. 
Other participating colleges 
included the University of 
Florida and St. Petersburg 
Junior College. 
Anyone interested in. joining 
or obtaining further information 
. about the team please contact 
Tina Reed or Sam Reyna 
through the intramural 
department. 
Team practices and meetings 
are held on the archery range 
daily at 2 p.m. Beginners and 
experienced archers are 
welcome. For those unable to 
attend a meeting, calJ Tina Reed 
at 275-4772. 
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FTU: Meet Waldo Williams 
By Mike Myers blocks which made the Merritt 
WALDO WILLIAMS was one Island offense effective. In 
of the most sought after high addition to this, Waldo was also 
school football players in the frequently inserted at middle 
state last year. His Friday night linebacker to strengthen the 
performances had college scouts defense in crucial situations. He 
falling over each other in efforts even did the punting. 
to recruit him. Although Waldo achieved his 
He was recognized by the prominence through football, he 
Orlando Sentinel as the area's also played three years of 
outstanding player and achieved baseball while in high school. His 
All-American honors in 1972. talent impressed professional 
His agressive play was an scouts during the first two 
essential factor in Merritt Island seasons, but he never gave their 
High School's march to the state offers any real consideration. It 
4A.championship. was taken for granted he was on 
However, to the dismay of his way to play college football. 
many people, he passed up the IN THE SPRING of this year, 
opportunity to play football for after he had already been 
a major university. Instead, awarded a full scholarship to 
Waldo now quietly attends play football for Florida State, 
classes at Florida Tech. Waldo was again approached by 
THIS UNEXPECTED turn of professional baseball recruiters. 
events, which happyned because This time he gave their ptoposal 
of a decision on . his part to some serious thought. 
pursue a career in professional He turned down the first offer 
baseball, has presented FTU they made, but the second one 
with its first athletic celebrity. proved to be too attractive. It 
During his last two years at involved what Waldo termed "a 
Merritt Island, the Mustangs large ammmt of money" and a 
compiled a 23-1-0 record. The provision for his . college 
single defeat was by only two education. 
points and came at the hands of In late June Waldo Williams 
Ft. Pierce Central, the eventual became the property of the 
state champions. Cincinnati Reds. 
This loss was avenged last HIS DECISION to pursue 
season with Merritt Island baseball rather than football was 
destroyed Ft. Pierce Central 42 based on a number of factors. 
to 6. Waldo cited this game as Probably the most impo.rtant 
the most satisfying in his prep were his health and the influence 
career. of his father. 
WALDO IS a natural athlete While in high school, he 
who possesses size, speed and sustained serious ankle and knee 
ability. But the quality which injuries. Continuing with 
really made him indispensable to football may well have 
the team was his versatility. He jeopardized the possibility of 
did about everything but sell hot any athletic career for him. 
dogs in the stands for the 1972 Waldo makes no secret of the 
state champions. fact that he values the advice of 
As we 11 as being an his father over any other. 
exceptional runner and pass Therefore, it meant a lot when 
suggested basebalJ for his son. 
"I LISTEN to my father more 
than anyone else," said Waldo. 
"I know that he only wants 
what is best for me." 
Waldo will report to training 
camp next spring and will be 
assigned to a Cinncinati single -A 
farm club. He hopes to advance 
to a double A team in Canada by 
mid-season. 
Waldo said he feels his speed 
will provide him with an 
advantage over most others at 
his position. His football training 
has given him unusual quickness 
and reactions for a catcher. 
IN LIGHT of Florida State's 
current football fortunes and 
their lack of effective running 
backs, it appears Waldo may well 
have been seeing varsity action 
as freshman if he had followed 
through with his original plans. 
But he said he has no regrets 
about his decision. 
"Of course I will always 
wonder if I could have made it 
as a college football player," he 
said. "But I'm not sorry about 
the choice I made." 
Waldo is now majoring in 
business at FTU. A college 
education, at the expense of 
Cincinnati, was one of the 
provisions he held· out for during 
contract negotiations. Ironically, 
he said he hopes not to finish 
four years of school. 
WALDO SAID his only real 
goal is to play professional 
basebalJ. If he accomplishes this, 
he said he feels he will not need 
college. 
If you have seen him driving 
around campus in his brand new 
$5,000 car, you realize he is 
probably right. 
"If I can get to the major 
leagues,'' Waldo said, "I'll have it 
receiver Waldo used devastating the head of the Williams family 
FS&S, Bombers Vie In Week's Top Independent Game. 
made." 
Contenders ATO, LXA Battle Monday 
scheduled for 5 p.m. Cortes for TKE II . . By Fred Cay 
T H E DEFENDING· ANOTHER winner Tuesday 
THE FIRST of the biggies is i n d e P e n d e n t c ham P s' was EOPLE, which knocked off 
Monday afternoon's intramural Faculty-Staff and Students God's Children, 13-6. 
flag football battle between (FS&S), opened with an easy ·Other games of interest this 
pre-season fraternity favorite 32-13 win over Me Kong Delta. coming week are SSX-LXA at 4 
Alpha Tau Omega and contender John Davis cleverly avoided the p . m . w e d n e s d a y an d 
Lambda Chi Alpha. rush to fire three scoring passes EOPLE-Bombers Thursday at 4 
Solid on both offense and and run for two touchdowns 
defense and led by quarterback from 10 and 18 yards out. p.m. 
***** Jim Pietkiewicz and pass Me Kong Delta's offense, 
catchers Kevin Powers and punchle~ in the first half, In probably the top sorority 
Nathan "Smith, ATO will tackle a picked up when Ed Welch rivalry on campus, Tyes opened 
~-----------~------------~lw~a15~winMmfiillclta 
and concluded the sweep of 
INTRAMURAL 
WRAP.UP 
team that can score but is 
questionable on defense, 
particularly in the secondary. 
LXA's opening game with Chi 
Phi was washed out last Monday 
while ATO and Kappa Sigma 
managed to squeeze in one half 
of their contest before it rained. 
ATO HAS a 14-0 lead in the 
contest, scheduled to be 
completed at 4 p.m. today. 
Smith and Fred Maust caught 
Pietkiewicz aerials for scores 
while Kappa Sigma wasted its 
best scoring shot when a 
potential touchdown toss from 
Mike Ferrell was dropped in 
open field. 
Also Monday, top chalJenger 
Tau Kappa Epsilon jumped to a 
rainy 20-0 lead over hapless Pi 
Kappa Alpha. That game also 
will conclude today at 4 p.m. 
with the Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon-Sigma Sigma Chi and 
LXA-Chi Phi games, also 
postponed from Monday, 
moved in at quarte~back and led 
'two touchdown drives, capped 
by Welch-to-Dan Rice scoring 
passes. 
The important battle for 
FS&S will be Tuesday as they 
take on a potent Beulah's 
Bombers squad led by Mike 
Thomas and Allan Levesque. 
The winner will be well on the 
way to sewing up a playoff spot. 
BUF'S and Dudes came out of 
opening day Gold League play as 
apparent favorites, 
The Dudes' James Corbin 
threw for touchdowns to Jim 
Jett and Frank Gooch in their 
12-0 win over the Cavaliers, who 
were twice stopped on their 
opponents' two-yard line. 
Buf's (a group of .Air Force 
ROTC members) took TKE II 
2 0-12. Tom Denton threw 
touchdowns to Mark Manship, 
George Duke and Ken Soler. 
. Byers Phelps and Rick Walker 
caught scoring passes from Chip 
their volleyball match with an 
exciting, come-from-behind 
1
15- 1 3 c 1 i ncher Tuesday 
afternoon. 
· fiailing 13-1, Tyes' Bobbi I Louden served 12 ·straight points 
to lead the comeback effort. 
Also Tuesday TEP Leftovers 
swept two close games for a 
victory over Alpha Chi Omega, 
1 7 -15 and 16-14, while a 
surprisingly strong Crew Team 
came back from an opening 
game 15-6 loss to win by 15-12 
and 15-13 margins over Zeta Tau 
Alpha. 
Volleyball games to watch 
next week are on Wednesday 
when Crew ·Team battles 
Tri-Delta and Tyes take on Zeta 
Tau Alpha, both games starting 
at 4:10 p.m. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 
STUDENTS ·-
We are in need of technical 
writers on a part-time basis 
to produce op~rational and 
maintenance manuals on 
electronic equipment. 
Send Resume to U.S. 
U.S. ELECTRONIC PUBLI-
CATIONS, P.O. BOX 5037, 
ORLANDO 
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